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Prologue
Most of the talks here will be on physics from Moderators and storage rings rather than the physics of such systems
since the "physics" is herd enough without having to worry about the beams or how you get them. As a result, this remains
transparent to the user via an equip&rtition of effort worthy of a business school. This is especially debatable for colliding
beam storage rings and leads to the corollary that most rings will be born, live and die as dedicated systems. SPEAR
is a notable exception while PEP is not - even though PEP seems to provide more unique opportunities over a broader
spectrum of physics. Examples include one and two photon physics with real and virtual photons to make all J
quark
combinations as well as high luminosity QCD confinement studies with internal targets is discussed at this workshop. Some
related possibilities Include external beams of high eeer -y photons; single-pass, free-electron lasers and x-ray synchrotron
radiation which could all be the highest energy, resohrir sower, intensity and brilliance anywhere. From the viewpoint of
accelerator physics, such examples fall into three categor. colliding beam physics, internal and external target physics.
PC

How unique such possibilities are, whether they are truly possible e.g. what modifications might be required and questions
of compatibility are discussed. Some systematic accelerator physics studies are suggested with implications for thb and other
proposed projects. As a fan of Gary Larson, 1 begin with F 1 showing his perspective of the PEP tunnel relevant to (bis
occasion. Figure 2 la about reinventing the wheel{or ring in this case) with a lot of people trying tofigureout what it is
and how you use ft. While one can't be sure what they'll come up with it's certain to be "interesting*. However, because
there have been several proposals for dedicated rings with properties which seem no better than PEP, perhaps Evelyn Waugh
should have the last word here: "If politicians and scientists were faxier, how much happier we should all be."

1. Introduction
The goal is to describe storage rings with internal targets
using PEP as example. Although fixed-target experiments
were suggested some twenty-five years ago' little work of this
kind has been done'. The differences between electrons and
heavier particles such as protons, antiprotons or heavy ions is
significant and is also discussed because it raises possibilities
of bypass insertions far more exotic experiments. Finally, I
compare PEP to other rings, in various contexts, while exam
ining- -nd vending the statements made in the prologue e.g.
that it is an Ideal ring for many fundamental and practical
applications that can be carried on simultaneously.
A Some History and Perspective
In a sense, the SLAC linac was built to provide spacelike photons for deep inelastic scattering experiments on few
nudeon systems. Such experiments demonstrated the basic
underlying parton structure of the nucleon. In direct contrast,
the subsequent development of SPEAR provided highly timelike photons via the (e ,«~) annihilation process shown in Fig.
3(b) which led to the first observations of resonant production
of charmed quark pairs(f ,* ) as well as the heavy, electron
like particle called the tau. Related work is still being done at
SPEAR together with a considerable amount of synchrotron
radiation research.
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Fig. 1: Perspective of the PEP tunnel.

' Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract DE-AC03-76SF0051S. The Gary Larson cartoons
Universal Press Syndicate and Chronicle Features, reprinted with permission - all rights reserved.
Presented at the NPAS Workshop on Electronuclear Physics with Internal Targets,
Stanford, California, January S-B, 1987
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B. A Short History and Description of PEP
Figure 4 shows a schematic layout of the Positron-Electron
Project, PEP, as used for colliding beam physics up to 19B6.
The ring has sixfold symmetry and divides into 12 regions or al
ternating arcs and long strai{hi sections for experiments called
insertions. The odd-numbered regions are the arcs which are
subdivided into 19 FODQ cells containing a Focusing quad(F),
bending magnets with Utile or no focusing(O) and a Defoeus'ing
quad(D). Insertions for injection, extraction or experiments are
so labelled because they perturb the o'herwise simply periodic
structure of identical FODO or unit cells introducing what are
called superperiods into the structure. Individual particles can
be thought of as oscillators under these focusing forces with
frequencies that depend on particle energy.
A good description, including initial operating results and
funding history, la available elsewhere . In brief, formal ground
breaking took place in June 3977, the ring was completed by
April 1980 and delivered £ > lO^cm '* at HGeV by June.
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With the higher energies available at PEP, higher-order
processes become important with the space-like photon pro
duction processes of Fig. 3(c) being dominant. This two photor. reaction is the main production channel for C-even parti
cles with the physics at the internal vertices in diagrams such as
Fig. 3(f) where X a / / . In all diaarams except Fig. 3(c), the
cross sections fall with energy predominately as 1/j whereas 3c
increases ' in such a way that the crossover between it and pro
cesses such as 3b occur at beam energies above •Jil'i - lGeV
depending on the mass mj.
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Concerning internal targets, thefirstexperimental work at
SLA.C will be discussed at this workshop. My own interest
in this area began in 1981 with the question : "Is it possible
to use internal foils to reduce phase space and simultaneously
serve aa a scattering target for an external, high-iesoiution
spectrometer?* With dispersion at the target and the tow
ring eminence, this would be a consistent and significant im
provement in SLAC's capabilities. Unfortunately, the answer
to both questions was no Unless the foil was a scraper or strip
per which was neither new nor very interesting.
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More recently, the subject was again considered at an high
energy t*-c workshop on PEP because of new developments
in polarized gas targets' . In this context, the results were quite
positive and led to simple scalingrelationsfor internal target
luminosity. Furthermore, this option was just one of several
to obtain higher luminosities with alternative Incident chan
nels: I) e--», ?) Tfj, and 3) e-A and i-A. Using high current,
stored bunches to produce the primary photon beam which is
Compton converted to high energy by backicattering on a high
current, high energy linac beam appeared lo be an excellent
way to upgrade the effective energy and luminosity of existing
storage rings. Reaction rates would be improved because phctoproduction cross sections are larger than etectroproduction
end higher current densities are possible by eliminating the
conventional beam-beam interaction. While the primary and
secondary photon beams would be a significant new research
tool, only the e-A option will be discussed further here.
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2. The View From Mt. Hamilton
This section is a description of gtorage rings for physicists.
The first problem is how to confine high intensity bunches of
charged particles in stable 3-dimenaional potential wells for
long periods of time. In the rest frame of the bunch, a transverse electric potential resul: from transverse magnetic fields
and the longitudinal well results from the RF held reqjired to
replace energy lost to uynchrolron(and bretnastraiilung} radia
tion. T).e relativiBtic equation of motion of charged particles
in an electromagnetic field in Hamiltonian form i.e. the total
enerry as a function of canon;- al variables f and p is:

H^ = ±(E> + B'jit-; JSVirt + I U = £ # ,

Fig. 4: Schematic lajiut of PEP showin
of interest here.

H,iP,t) -- 'Mf,) + US - t,A(r-))' - m?]"

omc characteristics

where A = (tj>. A) is the externalfieldfrom the magnets, atoms,
or lasers as well as the fields produced by tie charges them
selves, U,cd is the field energy and if, is .he total particle
energy in the field.

Typical values circa 1984 with air interaction z gions active
with good detector deadtimes and beam lifetimes at 14.5CeV
were £ B 3 - < X 10 giving integrated luminosities per IR of
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This implic reaction rates on the order of 1 event per picobarn
of cross section per duy.
The different detectors then were an upgraded Ma-kII from
SPEAR which will be used on SLC next. At 2 o'clock was
the Time Projection Chamber which can track and identify
all particles such as pions, kaons, protons etc. At 4 o'clock
was the MAgnetie Calorimeter for measuring total, final state
hadron energy including neutrons and K£ followed by the High
Resolution Spectrometer at 6 o'clock which had significantly
better mass resolution than the other detectors. The Direct
Electron Counter identified all final state electrons and the
Assyroetric Photon search was a supersymmelry experiment
looking for new particles like the photino. MAC was also used
for these experiments because PEP provided an ideal operating
range for them.

Table I: Some Representative Storage Ring Parameters for PEP
Characteristic

Value

kVorainal Maximum Energy per Beam'

IT CeV

Nominal Minimum Energy per Bcaor*

2 CeV

Maximum Current per Bean at roGeV^

atteA

Number of Particle* per Beam at ISCeV

8.1 X 1 0 "

M v i m u n Colliding Buscies per Beam

3

Dcaign Luminosity per Interaction Region
£e»(Below IS GeV)

1 0 " £ / » ) ' cm"' M C - '

dumber of Interaction Region*
Ln

(Constant n and I ) '

Average Vacuum In Rtpg
Energy Spread

Such experiments demonstrated the ability to measure cross
sections on the order of tons of femtobamsflO'^cm ) with
storage rings which is an impressive achievement. Notice that
the basic annihilation cross ection is

(fic/E)

Natural Enitiance <*»)*

1

Ecffgtn of Each SErargat IR Invcrltoir

MflCaV)'

IS in

::wm

Sytamrlry

J

RF Power I m u t M '
Number of Acceteralinc Sections

t
b
c
d
c

A

12r>m

Circumference

cm

3

10-*Torr
« 7 x W-*£<G«Vj

Available Free length for Eape.ictenta

R = j s o ' / * = B6.8/F (TeV) fb
for processes such as Fig. 1(b) which is independent of i
m/.
Some other elements in PEP besides those shown in Fig. 4
include beam position monitors and vacuum hardware around
the ring, a tune measuring setup aa well as transverse and
longitudinal feedback hardware. Table I updates the more im
portant parameters and capabilities of PEP which will be dis
cussed in more detail after we motivate and d^inr some terms.
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Spin terms are ignored together with the whole question
of beam polarization because our concern is with the classical
dynamics of motion which should not be influenced by spin
effects even for the "small* omittances of interest here. Howover, if such effects were to be emphasized, superconducting or
permanent magnet storage rings would be an ideal place for
them.
Retaining only first degree terms in A„, in the rest frame,
gives
H„ - m, = (ft, - «,j4.(r„J)V(2m.) + «•*('«) +

v

•

I pdq = m I iq'dq = mil E m<

fl

for any particle with ( its area in transverse phase space.
A beam of particles has a distribution function in phsse spue
which convention describes by

,

*-»

where <„ defines the normalized, "invariant", transverse emittajicE in any direction with <r, <V the rms size and divergence
and p the focusing or betatron function of the cells in that
coordinate(x,y). It is also called a Twies parameter*.

For a pu-e electrostaticfield(A = 0) this gives the familiar nonrelativistic expressionforthe energy. Neither H nor H, includes
interaction between particles unless we add a term such as V
with subscripts g, ijk etc. which then gives coupled equations.
If we are interested in such beam dynamics as coherent effects
within a beam bunch, or various excitation modes in a laser
medium, crystal lattice, atom or "elementary" particle we must
inciude such terms.

The phase space trajectory of a representative particle that
defines the rms beam envelop ca i be expressed'** as

The adds A and 4 *•* generally nonlinear due to magnet
errors and end Gelds, the sinusoidal character of the RF and the
fields induced by the beam through self forees(e.g. the so-called
ponderomotive potentials) or wake fields(interaction with the
rest of the external world exclusive or guide fields). Such fields
can couple the degrees of freedom of the single particle e.g.
provide transverse-transverse (x-y) and transverse-longitudinal
(x-z) coupling. Furthermore, since wake fields can be either
transverse or longitudinal as well as fast or slowly decaying
(r£l/w or 1/ui,,, forfieldswith Fourier components u^c/L),
one expects that both single and mullibunch instabilities will
be passible.

where a = 0'/2 and the phase

q =* \/(P{s) cos (rf>(«) - t\>)

q' = - , / 4 [sin ($(s) - e*) - crcos (*(*) - «*)]

*-/w
with <f>(0) = 0 and 4>{t) is another twiss parameter. Integrated
around the ring, it gives the tune or betatron number

t

Even assuming only one beam and one bunch, there a n
a number of current dependent effects which can cause beam
blowup and subsequent particle Joes by leakage out of the well.
A good genera] referenceforsingle-particle effects is Ref'e. Sic
9. Collective effects have been discussed in Ref. 10. They may
be broken down into coherent and incoherent depending on
whether there are phase relations between individual particles
or not. Where there are, one can think of modes of motion
like that of the incompressible liquid drop of Bohr and Mottelson i.e. one has dipole and quadrapole motion that can be
quite dramatic There are many ways to both induce and cine
such coherent effects. Thus, as the bunch oscillates, the poten
tial well dynamically distort* which can produce an oscillating
force back on the beam that can either drive or damp it. Sim
ilarly, the external potential well can be made to act the same
way - usually via negative electronic feedback that senses and
then feeds back to damp an instability. One can also add har
monic cavities to statically distort the potential well for various
reasons' such as bunch length control or power consumption1

The canonical position, j , can be understood to represent
the transverse displacement x and y from the equilibrium orbit
and is a function of time, the independent variable, or equivalently, the distance along the central orbit s (or z). The mo
mentum, p w im<f where if = iqjia so the important Liouville
invariant is

ml. f

d>

2*J 0(s)

- ' effo

Ss-J 0

The transformation of {}) = (9, j*) from one place to an
other, {43} = £{$>}• i* derivable from these expressions in a
number of ways' e.g. using two linearly independent solutions
such as &> = 0, § giving:

An

J j - [cos A4 + d sin A4]

Rtt = VftftaioAd'
R

A

" ~ ~Uln&''°'" °*' **" * " ^
Kn-

r^- l
'Pi

C O B

+ a ,

A

° ^ "^ *'

A * - a» sin A*)]

where A<£ = $1 - di. These expressions are the first order
transformations for the transverse ir.->tion of the Hamiltonian
system and allow tracking with nonlinear perturbations etr
More importantly we have defined most or the terms used in
Table I and needed for a more bailed study of rings such as
PEP.

3. Three Kinds of Luminosity
A good place to begin is to define some different kinds
or luminosity and what 1 mean by high and low luminosity
and thick and thin targets etc. Conventional colliding beam
luminosity which 1 will call tea has been discussed in detail*-*.
A. Colliding Beam Luminosity
The Incoherent bum-beam interaction between collid
ing bunches produces strong, nonlinear forces on the bunches
which limit the operation of present rings. The leading-order,
linear focusing force for head-on e* collisions, expressed as a
tune perturbation per crossing, is*

Table H: Some correal operating pira&Mfenforth« SPEAR and PEP «tonf«
ringiforbotn colliding Md ilniI* beta*. Thcae number* do sot Invetvf ihc uic
si wist ten acsst dwbw PEP auoriivft n S <3«V.

WsVJ&V]
B a a C u r a t , !"•*»
Beam Comae, Jr*
Coophns. K s « /«
EmHtajKt, c, £ v'/f.
EniAUncc. < E D*/S^
Energy Spread, o a / E
fe

B

B

Dsmptaf Time, f
Revolution Tine, T

M

A„„

T N

' f*"

m

where c is the rms bunch size, N, is the number of particles
per bunch and (P is the beta function at the crossing point or
IR. For protons one would use the classical proton radius, r,.
Notice that t for iO TeV SSC protons is the same as for 10
GeV PEP electrons. The limiting magnitude of this number
for most electron rings is Ae£,y &Q.OS.
With internal targets, this number can serve as a bench
mark to compute the allowable number of ions replacing N
with -*8n{f )JVi, depending on whether we use an «* beam,
before a clearing Geld is needed. The expressions are otherwise
the same i.e. higher energy beams are preferred, Constraints
from the operation of the target are generally more stringent
I.e. depolarization and replenishment rates that are possible
but multi-bunch instabilities with electron beams also have to
be couidered.
t

Although the above expression can be identified with the
average, Small amplitude tune shift for gaussian bunches it is
best thought of as the tune spread in the core of the bunch .
At some limiting value of this tune spread (Ac*) or bunch cur
rent (A7) the bunch cross-auction (ojoj) increases, luminosity
fails to increase and may decrease and the lifetime may well
decrease. If this limit is made the same in both transverse
directionsfaymaking 0^I0\ a K(= *»/«*}, the tune indepen
dent, x-y coupling in the machine), one expects the maximum
achievable luminosity when c j > pf to be:
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C. Internal Target Luminosity
One can write the internal target luminosity i s terms of
the target thickness, r»i, as
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One will find that luminosities or the order of 1 0 are possible
without significant effects on the beam. Targets on the order of
n, ~ 1 0 / c m * or tens of ng/cm* are very thin but since there
are more than 10* travers&ls per second the effective thickness
is comparable to the high resolution spectrometer target* used
at Bales or LAMPF. Such thicknesses appear Afeatfor optically
pumped, polarized target* because of depolarising effects due
to beam heating in solid targets. Furthermore, there appears*
to be a large range of (A ,Z) available including K , D ' and He
i.e. the 3, 6 and 9 quark systems.
,s

1

where u — *cl/0 ,
/ is the revolution frequency and n is the
number of bunches per beam. Table H for PEP and SPEAR
ahows they are both near their limits of 1 0 < LCB < 1 0 "
B. External Target Luminosity
For resolutions of order 20-50 IteV at ene-gies typical of
Bates or LAMPF one must use target thicknesses of f <=it>M m g / c m . Typical currents with a consistent phase space and
energy spread are J, ssSO-lOOpA. Translating these numbers
into an equivalent luminosity gives:

3

t

s1

f

1

,A,
where It* is Avogadro « number, A the gram-molecular weight
and A the atomic masB number in carbon units. This is a good
benchmark for comparison to other facilities.

Because C does not depend on the beam cross-sectional
area, one can consider operating in a mini-maxi 0 configuration
with email angular spreads at the target and higher currents
when not simultaneously colliding in other IR's. We discuss
this in detail and show the conditions under which one can use
such targets in storage rings i.e. their effects on beam lifetime
and emittance.

will only be important near the IR's and that the particle den
sity can easily be varied by the required factor of two or so.
This same factor of two might also be obtainable by manipu
lating (A!,i„.0mai) * mini-maxi beta scheme. This is clearly
not a problem but bremsstrahlungfrom "residual-gas" is - be
cause the differentia) probability for radiation loss is roughly
constant up to the full electron energy far the electron energies
of interest here.

4. Luminosity Limitations
A. Colliding Beams
Increasing the frequency via superconducting magnets, or
the number of bunches or the energy i.e. stiffening the beam
are all expected to Improve luminosity. Unfortunately, increas
ing the number of bunches (and duty factor) produces multibunch instabilities and other problems when the total number
of bunches exceeds the number of IR's. Thus, one seldom sees
a linear increase in luminosity with n unless At/ < Ai/'. De
creasing either 0' or increasing the horizontal emittance t
reduces the beam-beam force but is difficult because this in
creases the sensitivity to transverse instabilities. Decreasing
0J also implies shorter bunches which increases the sensitivity
to transverse-longitudinal couplings i.e. synchrobelatron res
onances. Using wigglers in existing rings to increase t with
decreasing energy'* is now well established and relatively be
nign out the reverse is not true. In PEP, the wigglers are used
to both decrease damping time and increase emitlance.
v

m
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Integrating Rossi's expression for the differential radia
tion probability per unit radiation length gives:

t

l

J *^ f«)dx=[|ln(^)^-|]
t

x

where z is the fractional photon energy, u/'t. The fractional
particle toss is then

13

Evidence from many rings has shown that &u' & 0.05
and that it Is difficult to keep this matched in both directions
with increasing beam currents. Nevertheless, this number can
presumably be increased m a variety of ways e.g. by increasing
damping by going to higher bendfields(and thus also increas
ing / ) or by incorporating more wigglers. However, because the
multipole expansion of the beam-beam interaction goes to high
order and these multipolea can't be reduced by simply increas
ing the aperture as for quadrupoles it is dear that the linear
description of the beam-beam interaction is not adequate. At
the same time, it is sot at all clear how to deal with such nonlinearities or even to simulate them in a self-consistent way.
Furthermore, very little effort has gone into this and related
questions such as multibunch instabilities.

dN

_ -' -_j nj j**
_*_ _ - r_l P , —
r
=

U

r f l

rf

assuming a simple target uniformly distributed around the ring
like residual gas. Here l/X„ = NAO,UIA "with c j the total
bremsstrahlung cross section per nucleus or atom and z is the
lineal thickness. In terms of both ring and target components,
the expression is
ra

1T .

I will not go into the many attempts to compensate or
cancel Hv except to mention the charge-neutralization scheme
of the Orsay Group using 4 beams and double rings. It was
hoped this approach would provide an improvement in £
of
two-ordem of magnitude but soforhas not been made to work.
The Stanford single-pass eoU'der (SLC) represents the opposite
extreme where It seeks to maximize At>' with high bunch cur
rent and low-emittance to enhance luminosity through a pinch
effect. Another attitude we have taken is to avoid the beambeam problem -* through conversion of the charged particles
into photons. The limits in this case are presumably the max
imum, single bunch currents which a linae can provide and
a storage ring can store with good stability and emittance.
This can be limited by many external effects before internal
space-charge becomes important but again there is very little
systematic information available on this question. The "exter
nal* photon beam from this technique would also be a unique
resource for fixed target experiments.

nrr^W
A K ^-Vf x,j
f ^ xV AT 6) 0^ r)/ ]
l

LJIZ-

n

J

X c i

where l,/l is the ratio of target length to ring circumference.
Including both the atomic bremsstrahlung cross section for
electrons and nucleus so that uj^ = 4aZ;(Z +I)rJ!ln \tS/Z +
j~j but ignoring all but one target component (i.e. consider
ing only the partial lifetime due to the target) In an otherwise
perfect vacuum gives:
B
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i

£ = [ \Ao.2[Z + 1) ln(183/7'«)
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The last factor in brackets is just the target thickness n, (#/unit
ana), o , = or and T, is the revolution time around the
ring (see Table II). For hydrogen, p$£ = 0.090 kG/vr? so
for It = 10 cm
1

F

B. Internal Targets
The current limits discussed above apply here as well. In
addition, there is the beam lifetime and emittance due to in
ternal target density. The PEP handbook shows the expected
lifetimes due to various sources of loss in PEP. While this im
plies the importance of three different processes over the range
of energies of interest, the most important one for our purposes
is atomic bremsstrahlung since we assume the Touschek effect

M

2

-4

For n, = 10 /em , this implies Pi = 1.4 x 1 0 Torr or a re
quired differential pumping rate of ~ 10" Torr at room tem
perature which is reasonable. One wants this differential rate
to roughly correspond to the itjlg factor {» 4.S x 10" in
PEP) since the two main, residua! gas components observed
with mass analysers are hydrogen and carbon monoxide.
s

1

«

Because the RF capture bucket width can be tuli, i£ ±1%
in both SPEAR and PEP, the corresponding partial lifetime for
a lO'Vcm , hydrogen target is:

insertions with lengths up to 120m which could be used for
coherent undulators. Because there are also a number of new,
low emittance configurations possible for PEP *, some of which
are shown in Table III, such rptions seem inevitable.

1

1

M

=• (5.31 x 4 X O.SBmb X 10.42 x 10 )"
159 hrs (PEP)
(16..9 hrs (SPEAR)

,10 J

= 7.8 x 10

This indicates these experiments can be done on both SPEAR
and PEP without requiring dedicated operation with £. £ iO
cm~'s~' using state-sf-the-arl polarized gas targets) This is
independent of beam energy and valid for alt energies of cutrrit interest (t A 1.5 GeV) as well as element! with aZ < I,
PEP, with its large radius and large energy range, would seem
to be an ideal system for these experiments especially when
multibunch operation with higher duty factor and current is
developed. These operating conditions are ideally matched to
simultaneous synchrotron radiation operation.
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C. Accelerator Physics Studies
Systematic machine physics studies on PEP with a sin
gle beam that are relevant to these questions include bunch
cross-section measurements versus all of the following: bunch
current (Jv"i); bunch number (ns) and distribution; both high
and low #j ; u„ a„ a, end Vjjf; and u . These should be
done at a couple of energies e.g. a low (5 GeV), intermedi
ate (10 GeV) and high energy (15-17 GeV). Any instabilities
observed should be characterized by their threshold behavior
('VIA) versus these parameters including possible differences be
tween electrons and positrons.
<p

Fig. 5: Comparison of FEP's Bynchrotron radiation spectrum
with a number of existing and proposed rings such as the
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility and the Argonne Syn
chrotron Light Source.
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Designing storage rings for a specific process in Fig. 3
might emphasize energy spread for Fig- 3(b) and electron
polarization for Fig. 3(c) but the most important param
eters characterizing both accelerators and storage rings are
the energy range (C-M) and the beam current or luminosity
available over this range. While the primary goal is to reach
higher energies, it also seems important to improve the lu
minosity and range of capabilities of existing facilities. The
PEP storage ring, with its large, single-beam energy range
(B), ~ 2- 17(25) GeV) in conjunction with the SLAC high
energy, high current, low emittance linac beam provides some
unique opportunities. Here we will discuss some of the factors
each application wants and try to show how PEP can supply
them.
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Fig. 6: Beta functions for the new colliding beam configuration
of Table III around the Interaction Region (IS) and RF cavities.

A. Synchrotron Radiation
Figure 5 compares the synchrotron light spectra available
from the cell bending magnets for a number of existing and
proposed facilities. While most of these have wiggfers which
enhance such spectra, these comparisons appear to be easily
biased and also change rapidly. Nonetheless, PEP has some
unique possibilities here as well e.g. it has 5m symmetry
straight sections midway between interaction regions which al
ready have 2T wrigglers as shown in Fig. 4. In addition, I have
shown some bypass possibilities in Fig. 4 and from Table I and
Figs- 4 and 6 one sees there are already several long, straight

For high brightness you need low emittance. Let's compare
to SLS whose design eminence at 6 GeV is t = G&A com
pared to PEP's 45A. This can also be improved by at least
another factor of two by using Robinson wigglers to increase
the horizontal damping partition, J». It seems almost too good
to be true but higher brightness also requires high current ca
pability at the lower energies which is discussed in the next
section.
17
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Table Dl: Some New OpetalSnt C

10

several changes based on optics changes and measurements
of the limiting currents observed . Figure 7 shows the latest
calculations for PEP based on Table f and the new colliding
beam configuration * in Table 111. Figure 0 *howe /f in the
vicinity of the cavities. This distribution is clearly not optimal
and never was which explains why the previous single-bunch,
fast, head-tail threshold was roughly consistent with the PEP
transverse cavity impedance.
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B. Internal Targets
PEP, with its large radius (2irR = 2.20 km) and large
energy range would alto seem to be an ideal system for these
experiments especially when multibunch operation with higher
duty factor and current is developed. The beam lifetime was
shown to be the product of three terms, relating to the RF cap
ture bucket, the electron-nuclear bremstrahlung cross-section
and the target thickness. The log factors can each be approx
imated by 5, BO one has:
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Fig. 7. Some representative RF limited current characteristics
for PEP. Currently it runs with three bunches per beam with 24
cavities and 6 MW (Table 1). Solid curves assume 3 bunches
and dashed 6 bunches per beam. The intersection of these
curves with the predicted current limits from the single-bunch,
fast head-tail effect are shown so dots marking the dominance
of these two regimes.
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Such conditions are ideally matched to simultaneous syn
chrotron radiation operation so long as there is no significant
increase in emittance. The lifetime due to Bingle coulomb scat
tering goes aa ^ A j / ^ A & m and is orders of magnitude larger
than for bremstrahlung so that setting the aperture (or scrap
pers) at ±A, allows an analytic approach to emittance growth
and indicates no growth at PEPforbremstrahlung limited tar
get densities. This also allows experiments when an internal
target with variable n is available. Lower emittance (higher
tune) configurations than used in Table I for colliding beam op
eration are clearly possible at lower energies because the goals
are reversed. At some point emittance grcv>-th could become
a problem but only at the lowest energies where currents are
also a problem. Similarly, the harmonic number of the ring is
h = 2S92 but only three bunches per beam have been Beriously
Studied.

A number of different possibilities are considered in Fig. 7
such as sdding and removing cavities, increasing the number
of bunches and running with a single gas cell such as the one
described in Ref. 23 with conditions where the effects should
be most evident. A properly terminated cell of this type does
not influent-? the beam significantly but the reverse may not
be true. Although the beam will tend to drop some energy in
it, this should be small in the practical domain of operation.
The limit will be determined by multibunch instabilities and
could cause depolarization. This is another area for study and
testing.

t

One predicts from Fig. 7 that the current becomes RF lim- ited below the dots on each curve i.e. at higher energies. The
dots represent the threshold for dominance of the the trans
verse mode coupling instability or fast, head-tail effect ' . To
my knowledge there is no evidenceformulti-bunch instabili
ties in PEP except for those associated with colliding beam
operation. N-bunch, single beam operation can be thought of

A major limitation on the total and single-bunch currents
is the impedance of the ring which is dominated by limiting
apertures such as the RF cavities shown in Figs-1 and 6 and,
of course, any gaa cell - especially one that is poorly designed.
A considerable amount of work has gone into the design of
tlw PEP vacuum and HP system" and this has undergone

10 11

a

as N coupled oscillators with N normal modes whuh require
N-independent tuning knobs which are available from the RF
cavities around the ring. The present distribution IB not opti
mal for this but could certainly be Improved. Several points
can now be made. First, higher energies are best, both from
the maximum single bunch limit and for multi-bunch opera
tion i.e. we don't want to simply remove our sources of pickup
and feedback and also that the bunch spacing and harmonic
number are so large in PEP that it is certainly possible to use
feedback to deal with such problems. Also, while one expects
coupled bunch instabilities and other problems, a stable, sin
gle bunch current of is 1 mA at 4.5 GeV has been verified
so we have used very conservative numbers for the beam cur
rents at the lower energies in the various Tables. Concerning
higher energies, Fig. 8 shows a typical magnetization cycle
that every cell dipole magnet was subjected to and measured
along. White the current supplies will only go to about 17 GeV
the magnets go much higher and the character or the curves
imply reasonably simple operation from 2 < E(GeV) < 25.
Several systems'it machine physics studies on PEP are clearly
suggested by such questions.

6. Compatibilities
Table IV is a "truth" table showing some possible operat
ing modes and how they interrelate to one another. No doubt
everyone would like an IR hall for detectors, spectrometers,
bypasses or future possibilities. While SR is produced every
where, the IR and symmetry straight sections are the most
popular for them as well. Typically, the dispersion functions
are minimal near the IR and maximal at the SP so the wiggiera
in SP 1,5 and 9 improve luminosity below 15 GeV by increas
ing cmittance while putting them near the IR would have the
reverse effect. Their roles for luminosity would reverse above
IS GeV. The use of dispersion at the IT impliea one is using dis
persion matching to achieve higher energy resolution eg. even
though PEP has a very low energy spread compared to the
linac, it can still be improved to do Ugh resolution spectrom
eter studies at much higher energies than Bates or LAMPF. I
won't discuss the various UBCS of wjgglers implied in the Table
but leave this as a topic for future discussion among interested
parties.
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7. A Few Conclusions (and Possibilities)

ze

There are a remarkable number of possibilities available
that can be arranged into an interesting, long-range program
with well defined stages. First on the list is the new mini-beta,
upgrade which allows a variable mini-maxl scheme as shown in
Table m. This will be tested tliis tall. Variable density targets,
in conjunction with wiggle™ could improve low-energy, collid
ing beam operation by providing independent control over lon
gitudinal and transverse phase space. Implementing longitu
dinal polarization with the new, efficient, tensor polarized gas
targets could then provide an absolutely unique facility for nu
clear QCD studies from 2-17(25} GeV. Multi-bunch operation
in a dedicated mode of operation or even CB mode could pro
vide high duty factors whose magnitude needs to be studied.
It seems clear that an energy closer to 15 than 5 is preferred
on most grounds.

Fig. 8. Field Integrals measured before and after subjecting a
virgin PEP bending magnet to a magnetization cycle. Every
PEF magnet was measured in this way with data taken from
1-27 GeV.
Other questions also include various polarixatkra effects.
The scattering of circularly polarized light by r* can be used
to measure polarization of the e* and can also be used to in
duce it but with poor efficiencies at these energies. A lowenergy, polarized electron beam can be used in a similar way
to the photon beam to measure the polarization or a stored
electron beam or to polarize photons via Compton scattering.
Implementing longitudinal polarization with the new, efficient,
tensor polarized gas targets could then provide an absolutely
unique facility for nuclear QCD studies from 2-17(25) GeV that
would allow high luminosity e+ 5 and i+ A and T + A studies
etc. A number of alternative insertions to provide longitudinal
polarization in one or more interaction regions are possible in
PEF but IR 6 appears beat.

Implementing a high energy photon facility would augment
the internal target program as well as the high energy physics
Btudies since one wants to use such beams near their source
even though good externa! photon beams will naturally arise.
There are many interesting research and development projects
here such as the study of high current, high density bunches;
9

5. J.E. Spencer, "Storage Rings, Internal Targets and Such."
Argonne Workshop on High Resolution Spectrometers
PEP-PTM-366, Sept. 1981.

development of highly segmented, fast, efficient photon detec
tors and the development of long, combined function undulators to name a few. An injection IR is dearly preferred for
this work which would allow high luminosity r~~ * and •> - .4
studies as weti as ? - 5 over a large energy ran^u,

6 R.J. Holt. "Polarised Gas Targets in Electron Rings."
CEBAF Workshop. Junv ISS-I.
7, J Si, PatersiMi, Proc. XI.th Int'l Conf. on High Energy
Accelerator*. CERN. July 1980; J.ft. Rees, 1EEL Trans.
Noel. Sci. NS-2« i!98l) 1989; R.H. Helm tl oi., IEEE
Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS-30 (1983) 2001.

There are many interesting accelerator physics studirs e.g.
we don't really understand the low energy limits of the ring
such as (he fundamental limits on single and multi-bunch beanos
a: a function of energy or operating conSgcratior.. How should
one use the various wigglers, bunch lengthening cavities, higheorder multipoles, internal targets and various types of feedback
to control or optimize current and aperture limitations'' It if
interesting that a long list of such projects for PEP compiled
in 1982 has gone virtually untouched even though they might
have justified PEP as a national teat facility.

6. E. Courant and H. Snyder, Ann, Phys. 3 (1958) I.
9. M. Sand;, "The Physics of Electron Storage Rings - An
Introduction," SLAC-121, 1970,
iO. C. PeKegrini, Lectures at Vercnna Summer School, June
15-30, 1969.
11. R. Gram and P. Merlon, "Advantages of Second Har
monic RF Cavities," SLAC-TN-30, Dec. 1967; A. Hof
mann and S. Myers. "Beam Dynamics in a Double RF
System," XI-th lnl'1. Conf. on High Energy Accelera
tors. CERN, July 1980.

Some of the things diw-wd here could be started now
and when PEP resumes operation and probably should because
they impact longer range planning and funding. Samuel Butler
viewed "progress" as a form of generic cancer when he said: All
progress is based on a universal innate desire on the part of
ever/ organism to live beyond its means. A possible antidote
to this is better long range planning for proposed uses and
funding commitments. Past parochialism or specialization in
both areas is neither efficient nor effective and this seems a
good place to try something different.

12. J.M Paterson, J.R. Rees and H. Wiedemann, PEP-Note125 (1975); W. Brunk, G. Fischer and J. Spencer, IEEE
Nucl. Sci. 26 (1979) 3860.
13. Seeforexampie: H. Wiedemann, SLAC-PUB-2320,1979.
14. J.E. Augustin tt ai., VU-th Int'l. Conf. on High Energy
Accelerators, Vol. 2 (1969) 113.
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